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Orient BlackSwan, New Delhi, India, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. First Edition. This
anthology, Dispelling the Silence: Stories from the Commonwealth Countries has been put together
with the intention of introducing the undergraduate student to the literature and sociocultural
contexts of eight nations that once belonged to the British Commonwealth. The selection has been
made on the basis of the literary and aesthetic value of the stories themselves and also on the basis
of the literary position occupied by the writers in the context of modern literature. As representative
stories by representative writers, the collection has an eminent place in the history of world
literatures. It includes the prose fiction of Rabindranath Tagore, Shashi Deshpande, Janet Frame,
Chinua Achebe, Bessie Head and Henry Lawson among others. It leads the young reader from
familiar to more unfamiliar experiences, from a perception of similarity to an understanding and
appreciation of differences, from the sense of diversity to the sense of a deeper unity, all in the
context of individual and sociocultural landscape. The exercises that follow each story draw the
attention of students to the thematic and technical aspects and also lead them on to additional
insights into the creativity of these...
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Reviews
Thorough information! Its this kind of very good read. It is writter in basic words and not hard to understand. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you question me).
-- Roel B og isich Sr .
Extensive guide! Its this kind of great read. It is really simplistic but excitement from the 50 percent of your pdf. I am just quickly will get a pleasure of
looking at a composed book.
-- Toma sa B ins
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